
EconClub UZH Rebranding
Open Call for Designs

MOTIVATION
The EconClub at the University of Zurich has undergone a renewal in the past year with a new focus 
on research and the community of students at the university. This update was also accompanied by a 
name change, from Economics Club to EconClub. The primary reason for the rebranding is that we 
want to present the club as a younger, diverse and more creative community. At the same time, it is 
important to us to maintain our Economics "nerdiness" and to represent real students. We therefore 

hope to have a memorable, young and contemporary new design.
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WHO WE ARE
We are the student association for Economics students at the University of Zurich. Our mission is to instill fascination and 
enthusiasm for the puzzles and insights of economics. In doing so, we form a community of students who support each 
other, motivate each other and ask questions together - both on an interpersonal and academic level. You can find further 
information on our website about our events and motivations (https://www.econclub.ch/).

WHAT WE ARE LOOKING FOR
The rebranding of the EconClub comprises two parts: A new Corporate Identity and two projects (a Hoodie design and a 
poster design). We are looking for a design that is dynamic, youthful, and visually appealing - it should represent us and our 
mission.

If you would like to participate in the competition, we ask you to create a rough design project that aligns with the following 
inspirations: 

https://www.econclub.ch/
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The final result (beyond the contest) for each part should be:
● Corporate Identity:

- a new logo, in two formats, that we will display on our website and instagram:
a simple logo (e.g. for the Instagram profile picture) and the official, more elaborate logo (EconClub).

- designs that we use for our communication channels (e.g. Instagram posts)
- templates for club presentations, booklets and worksheets (Powerpoint and Adobe InDesign file). 
- Font design for club documents / communication channels
- Color palette for social media posts and website appearance

● Two Projects:
- Hoodie: We would like the hoodie to be stylish and only discreetly associated with the EconClub. The design 

should be based on the logo, with a more creative twist to it. 
- Poster: Our vision for the poster is inspired by the Kurzgesagt - in a nutshell posters. It should visualize 

some of the most fascinating aspects of economics and research from all over the world. We will supply you 
with the content; for the final result, we ask you to design a poster that is visually appealing, presents the 
data in a comprehensive way, and will look good on a dorm wall.
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APPLICATION
If you are interested in helping us in our Rebranding venture, please reach out to us at info@econclub.ch and we 
will get in touch with you to discuss what our collaboration could look like.

If you have any other questions, feel free to contact us anytime.

COMPENSATION
We will compensate you with CHF 500 per part (Corporate Identity and the Two Projects).
If you choose to take on the entire Rebranding, we will compensate you with CHF 1000 total.

mailto:info@econclub.ch

